Safe to Swim as soon as
you finish!

Safely and Successfully
clean fountain tiles, and
more...
Fountain and pool tile cleaning with
Sanstorm offers
homeowners,

abrasive blasting is a safe and
Our guarantee

businesses,

 On-time

insurance

 Within budget

companies and
management
firms the safest

effective technique for removing
calcium and scale deposits.

You can offer the easiest,
safest and most
affordable
calcium, scale, and
contaminant removal
solution available today.

 Experienced
 Certified
 Affordable

and most
affordable

Rates

calcium, scale,
paint and contaminant removal

Based in Houston, TX, Aztec Rental

solution available today.

Services proudly offers Sanstorm
blasters, and serves clients
throughout the entire region.

For more information call
(888) 540-5609

RESTORE

ECO-FRIENDLY
We use FDAapproved, watersoluble, nondestructive
Sodium
Bicarbonate or

Our guarantee:
 On-time
 Within budget
 Experienced

Magnesium

 Certified

Sulfate to

 Affordable Rates

eliminate
calcium, scale, and other undesirable
contaminants from a variety of
surfaces.
MOBILE
Because you are mobile, you can blast
a variety of projects at different sites.

You’re anxious to save time and
money while restoring pools, cautious to give it professional attention,
but scared you could be making a
bigger mess, or worse...damage the
tiles.

EXPERIENCED
“Sanstorm blasters are the best and

Our eco-safe process is extremely

simplest blast units. They are easy to fill,

effective, quick, and easily cleaned.

and training takes about 10 minutes. You

Remove calcium, scale, finishes,

can see how much material is remaining in

stains, paint, and years of neglect
and abuse, without harming
vegetation.
You can beautify tile and restore it to
its’ original glory.

the blaster, it fills in 1/4 the time of other
blasters, and is by far the best unit
available today.” - Terry Redmond

Fountain and pool tile cleaning with
abrasive blasting is a safe and effective
technique for removing calcium and
scale deposits.
Unlike other pool tile cleaning methods
which involve dangerous chemicals, the
results are faster and cleanup is much
easier.
And, it's safe to swim as soon as

you finish!

